
SOCRATIC 
SEMINAR

 



What is a socratic seminar?
❖  Socratic Seminar is a teaching technique that encourages 

students to be more accountable and engaged in their 
learning. It facilitates a closer reading, deeper meaning and 
better understanding of reading material be it fiction or 
non-fiction. Socratic seminar also improves the speaking 
and listening skills of students along with their 
argumentation skills and evidence finding. Ultimately, the 
socratic seminar is a “collaborative, intellectual dialogue 
facilitated with open-ended questions about a text.”(Socratic 
Seminar, pg. 106)



What is the purpose of a socratic seminar?
❖  To achieve a deeper understanding about the ideas and 

values in a text.
❖ Participants systematically question and examine issues 

and principles related to a particular content
❖ Participants articulate different points of view
❖ Participants construct meaning through disciplined 

analysis, interpretation, listening and participation



What does a Socratic Seminar look like?
 



What does a Socratic Seminar look like?
❖  Students sit in a circle ~ this allows for eye-contact and 

personal interaction ~ students talk to each other
❖ There is one seat left open ~ the hot seat

➢ hot seat: allows observer to participate when he/she has 
a burning comment, point or question to ask

➢ observer may only stay in hot-seat for a minimal time
❖ Surrounding the circle are the observers

➢ their job is to watch an assigned participant to evaluate 
their performance and provide feedback and suggestions 
to improve both the participant and the discussion



Sometimes referred to as a fishbowl
 



How is a Socratic Seminar Graded?
❖ The center circle participants are graded by both the outer 

circle observers and the teacher

❖ The teacher and the observers have rubrics or grading 
sheets to complete while the seminar participants are in 
discussion ~ we will review these as a class 



How will everyone have a chance?
❖ There are established rules/goals that the circle must abide 

by so everyone is civil and gets to participate
➢ we will go over these as well



 



Can I see an example of a socratic seminar?

ABSOLUTELY!
     socratic seminar intro/overview     socratic overview 2

      avid socratic overview          socratic overview/rules 3

            quick rules overview         rules overview 2

                 example 1 - lon             middle school example 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAxzBnzb2Ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDC3j9ghaYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG64GWpE9Jo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKIgOvFmXVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tA87VjA2m4E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9eloDV4k44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDC3j9ghaYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ro7gza4WX9Q


Can I see an example of a socratic seminar?

ABSOLUTELY!
        

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG64GWpE9Jo

